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1. AGENDA 

1. Opening 
2. Introduction of DCAT-AP validator test-bed  
3. DCAT new release 

4. Review of initial set of major change requests 
5. Next steps 

2. MINUTES 

2.1. Opening 

The presenter opened the webinar. He welcomed the participants, he introduced 

himself and the SEMIC team and presented the agenda.  He emphasised on the 
importance of the participants’ opinion in the review of the change requests. He 
mentioned what is going to happen in the next few weeks or months and indicated 
that another webinar is planned soon to keep working on the changes of DCAT-AP 
major release that will be completed on November 2019. 

 
2.2. Introduction of DCAT-AP validator test-bed 

The lead architect for Interoperability Test Bed presented the latest developments to 
support DCAT-AP SHACL validator. ISA2 Interoperability Test Bed is a complete 
platform (software and hardware) made available to facilitate conformance and 
interoperability testing. He introduced the test-bed providing information about the 

platform, its rich features,  built-in capabilities and custom extensions.  
He introduced two options for using the test-bed:  

- as a validation service based on SHACL customized on DCAT-AP, in stand-
alone mode, fully anonymous and completely stateless 

- as ISA2 Test Bed: a full conformance testing campaign, focused on DCAT-AP 

or other specifications, with user-based access, admin monitoring and 
certification. 

 
He performed two demonstrations:  
 

1. Stand-alone validator  
- 1st scenario, REST API single validation case, JSON message as request, URI 

sample in ttl syntax, validation result in rdf/xml. 
- 2nd scenario: validation of same content (as above), without URI but with encoded 

string in BASE64, specifying syntax type ttl and report result in ttl  

- 3rd scenario, SOAP API: passing content as URI, validation report in XML syntax  
2. ISA2 test-bed integration  

- CPSV-AP validation  
- Message exchanges to remote systems 

 

After the demonstration, it was asked about what is needed to configure a  new 
validator instance for a different specification? The presenter replied that only SHACL 
shapes are needed (hosted in the environment or e.g in GitHub).  
Another question was posed, asking how can you specify transforms, in case they 
are needed? The answer was that this feature is not available yet but will be 
considered as an increment. 

For more questions, use/customisation of the validator or other conformance testing 
needs, participants were encouraged to contact the ITB functional mailbox: DIGIT-
ITB@ec.europa.eu., and check also the documentation through Joinup at 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/interoperability-test-bed/about.  

mailto:DIGIT-ITB@ec.europa.eu
mailto:DIGIT-ITB@ec.europa.eu
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/interoperability-test-bed/about
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The presenter closed this session mentioning that we are working on enriching the 
SHACL representation to have the DCAT-AP SHACL validator working at full 
capabilities. 

2.3. DCAT new release 

The presenter gave an update on the new DCAT release, mentioning that we have 

checked the impact on DCAT-AP and the benefits are going to be important. He 
referred to the main changes of new DCAT, such as the new Resource class, 
possibility to offer data through APIs, which is going to be interesting for data 
providers, and resolving the misusage of vann:usageNote by replacing it with 
skos:scopeNote in all SEMIC specifications. It was noted that other changes that will 

have an impact on DCAT-AP, will be analysed and taken into consideration as soon 
as DCAT is finalized. 
No questions were raised at this point. Participants were encouraged to post their 
comments through GitHub issues (https://github.com/w3c/dxwg/issues/)  or to 
public-dxwg-comments@w3.org 

 
2.4. Review of initial set of major change requests 

The discussion on change requests started by mentioning that there are 19 issues on 
GitHub labelled as “Won’t fix” and participants are encouraged to challenge our 
assumption why these changes should be implemented. The discussion continued 

with a set of issues related to improvements of the  RDF representation and SHACL 
distribution. The presenter stressed the idea that DCAT-AP is an application profile, 
which is supposed to be a specification imposing constraints on cardinalities and that 
representations such as RDF or OWL are not appropriate for achieving 
interoperability. That is why SHACL was proposed to be the main representation for 
DCAT-AP, implying having the complete model in SHACL and having a GitHub 

repository for DCAT-AP, where the currently available DCAT-AP and SHACL 
repositories should be merged. 
 
The DCAT-AP editor introduced herself as part of the SEMIC technical team and editor 
of the DCAT-AP specification. She explained that an initial set of 9 DCAT-AP change 

requests posted on GitHub was selected to be presented in this webinar, in order to 
receive feedback from participants. The change requests addressed were: 
Change requests that require property or new additions: 

- adding dcat: Distribution  dcat: granularity. Is there still a need for this 
property so we reach out to DXWG to activate this property. A comment 

was received that, instead of dcat:granularity we can use DQV 
dqv:hasQualityAnnotation. 

- adding dcat: Dataset, dct:contributor 
- adding dcat: Distribution, dcat: plannedAvailability 
- add property or properties to cover more algorithms used by CKAN. Any 

suggestions would be really helpful  
Change requests that require  property deletions: 
- delete dcat:Dataset, adms:sample 
Change request that requires stricter cardinality, e.g  changing cardinality from 
optional to recommended 

- Dcat:Dataset::dct:spatial 
- Dcat:Catalog::dct:spatial 

At this point, it was noted that one participant is in favour of these changes on 
dct:spatial. 
 
Participants were encouraged to keep contributing on GitHub as change requests will 

be accepted on GitHub according to DCAT-AP change and release policy. 
 

mailto:public-dxwg-comments@w3.org
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2.5. Next steps 

As next steps, it was indicated the following:  
 Contribute on open issues on GitHub or submit minor semantic changes until 

1st of September 2019 and bug fixes until 1st of October 2019. 
 The public review period for DCAT-AP v2.0 starts on 4 October 2019 

 Major Release to be published in November 2019 
 Waiting to see what’s going on with DCAT  

 
2.6. Closing remarks and discussion  

A participant requested some clarifications on the change and release process: what 

is the link with StatDCAT-AP and GeoDCAT-AP? He was concerned whether a month 
of public review is enough, concerning other specifications that may have a link with 
DCAT-AP, e.g ADMS. 
The presenter explained that first we change DCAT-AP and then we tackle all other 
specifications. It was asked also if we need another timeline for the other 

specifications, maybe another webinar to discuss the consequences before publishing 
DCAT-AP 
It was proposed to discuss after DCAT-AP is published, but start discussions in the 
public review phase, assuming that GeoDCAT-AP and StatDCAT-AP will be published 
a bit later.  

It was indicated that the approach in Base Registries is waiting for DCAT-AP v2.0 
proposal, regarding the same features discussed in this group. In case there is a need 
for potential enhancement of DCAT-AP, the developer will contact us with his 
proposal. It was also mentioned that tomorrow is the 2nd working group meeting on 
the specification for registries and provided the event details 
(https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-

meeting-june-2019https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-
registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019). 

It was also asked when is the next webinar scheduled. The answer was that the date 
cannot be specified yet since we wait for the completion of changes in DCAT proper 
in order to see the dynamics of new DCAT. It was indicated that good planning is 

needed since we enter the summer period. 
The webinar ended. 

 
 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019https:/joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019https:/joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019https:/joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/abr-specification-registry-registries/news/wg-meeting-june-2019
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